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Abstract8

Inter-cultural approaches in literary pedagogy aim to enlighten the learners, researchers, and9

literary practitioners on social justice concerns, for instance, human rights, gender roles, and10

power relations, in their course objectives. Culturally responsible pedagogy theorists state11

that the inclusive lit-culture teaching method evades borders and boundaries of biases.12

However, the eco-centric approach argues that most pedagogical perspectives are13

human-centric in literary discourse.14

15
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1 Introduction18

enable students to become observant of the paradigm shift in the socio-political and cultural history of that century19
in England. The students were also conscious of political concepts like the feminist movement interconnected20
with the selected novels of that period. Similarly, in another university, the University of Liberal Arts Bangladesh21
(ULAB), the reading of Victorian literature aims to explore the extraordinary cultural and social changes22
occurring during the Victorian Crisis and Compromise age. Hence, it is comprehensible that literary pedagogy23
is mainly focused on developing students’ critical and analytical skills to build their consciousness of the cultural24
and socio-political aspects of that period.25

However, such course objectives or goals are anthropocentric, and the teaching approaches reflected in those26
objectives can be identified as, according to Glen A Love, an ”ego-conscious approach” (Glotfelty and Fromm27
230) as teaching social justice pedagogy excludes ”eco-consciousness” (ibid) or environmental voices from critical28
discussion. Non-human voices are not included in ”Equity Talk” (McNair et al. 3), through which the issues of29
historical, social, cultural, and political perspectives that serve the purpose of adding multiple human narratives30
are examined and addressed. The primary objective of equity or inclusivity might fail if pedagogy marginalizes31
non-human voices. Therefore, it can be asserted that such anthropocentrism in literary pedagogy might not be32
a complete practice of empathy. The history of the anthropocentric approach initiated critical discussion of all33
forms of domination. The classroom concerns, therefore, revolve around race, hierarchy, gender discrimination,34
socio-economic condition, class oppression, cultural implications, etc. Hence, ’equity talk’ and ’equity walk’ in35
teaching social justice suggest that different socio-cultural backgrounds of human beings necessarily be encouraged36
to be discussed in the classroom so that social justice can be sustained. The syllabus is designed to be inclusive37
by incorporating texts written for representing various races, religions, and cultural backgrounds. In this regard,38
’Nature’ is ’Otherized’ as it is not considered a literary ’genre’ like race, language, or gender, according to Glen39
A. Love ??Glotfelty and Fromm 233). eaching social justice is prioritized in today’s diverse academic classrooms40
to provide a holistic active learning environment where learners are expected to be fit as future social leaders.41
For this purpose, the literature curriculum is designed as a medium for establishing a sense of justice and equality42
among the learners. The objectives of literature courses taught in some Bangladeshi universities focus mainly on43
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1 INTRODUCTION

cultural and socio-political aspects. For example, Notre Dame University Bangladesh’s (NDUB) undergraduate44
course syllabus of Nineteenth-Century Fiction shows Consequently, these anthropocentric actions may result in45
causing a catastrophe in the future as many scientific inventions and business ideas brought immediate harm46
or potential long-term threats to the ecological system. Thereby generating ”ecoconsciousness” (Glotfelty and47
Fromm 230), a term coined by Glen A. Love, is vital in academia to encourage students toward creating a better48
space for both human and non-human entities. Whether in science, humanities, or business, the narrative of the49
non-human voice is seldom considered. The notion of human supremacy, a discussion made by David Ehrenfeld50
and quoted by Glotfelty, reflects how the growing threats to biological survival are subsided by the dominating idea51
of humanism to ”celebrate the selfaggrandizing ego and to place self-interest above public interest” ??Glotfelty52
and Fromm 226).53

For this reason, this paper proposes that the inclusive teaching system could mitigate the threat to non-human54
and human species in general by reconsidering literary pedagogical approaches from an eco-centric lens to promote55
”symbiosis” (Glotfelty and Fromm 120); it implies William Rueckert’s notion of a ”cooperative arrangement that56
permits an increase in the levels of order” (ibid). Therefore, the paper revisits the undergraduate literary57
curriculum of a few Bangladeshi universities: Notre Dame University of Bangladesh, University of Liberal Arts58
Bangladesh, and North South University. This research thoroughly examines the course objectives of these59
universities to decide whether literary pedagogy involves an ecocentric approach in the classroom or not. In60
the second phase of data collection, 200 students were surveyed from various universities, including Notre61
Dame University Bangladesh, University of Liberal Arts Bangladesh, University of Dhaka, and Bangladesh62
University of Professionals. The findings suggest that students know critical discourses like class hierarchy, gender63
discrimination, and colonial and post-colonial impacts, which they learn from literature courses. However, for64
the same courses, like nineteenth-century and twentieth-century fictions: Tess of the d’Urbervilles, Pride and65
Prejudice, Wuthering Heights, Great Expectation, Sons and Lovers, and The God of Small Things, most learners66
are not aware of ecocritical readings of texts and how symbiosis pitches for coexistence without binaries and67
prejudices. The paper concludes that an ecocritical dimension, such as the inclusion of non-human narratives68
in the teachinglearning methods, could bring a complete description of justice, equality, and equity into the69
academic sphere.70

Most theorists defined social justice pedagogy from anthropocentric perspectives. For instance, Addy et al., in71
the book What Inclusive Instructors Do, say that most of the learners trained by an inclusive teaching method72
exhibit diversity regarding their social concerns and political viewpoints (14). Therefore, key terms such as73
diversity, equality, equity, and inclusion are operationalized in the classroom to familiarize the learners with74
inclusiveness. Inclusive teaching thus emphasizes that the voice of all humans must be heard and appreciated75
??Addy et al. 6).76

Moreover, Eberly Center for Teaching Excellence Intercultural Communication Center, Carnegie Mellon77
University, recommended in ”A Guide for Faculty: Teaching in an Increasingly Multi-cultural Setting, Recognizing78
and Addressing Cultural Variations in the Classroom” that the roles of the teachers are not limited to being a79
preacher of textbook knowledge only but also can portray the roles of guides or leaders. In literary pedagogy, the80
role of a teacher is explicitly interdisciplinary as cultural consciousness is aimed to develop among the learners81
along with their critical and analytical abilities. However, the learners’ ability to build empathy toward the82
environment and ecology is hardly mentioned in any of those theories or learning goals in the curriculum. The83
idea of adding non-human narratives in pedagogy could be a successful turning point in response to ”entire84
ecosystems are collapsing,” as Greta Thunberg proposes in many of her lectures and seminars. (”Transcript:85
Greta Thunberg’s Speech at the U.N. Climate Action Summit”)86

Similarly, the concept of ’Equity Talk’ and ’Equity Walk’ is addressed in the book From Equity Talk to87
Equity Walk. Still, the idea of equity remains incomplete as literary pedagogy tries to exercise human narratives.88
This book states that ”the paradox of equality requires a critical examination of the historical, social, cultural,89
and political perspectives that make the concept of equality a misnomer for many in our society, especially90
minoritized students” ??McNair et al. 8). The term ’marginalized’ has been widely used in academic discourses91
but only targeting at racial and gender marginalization. Hardly, the discourse on how human actions marginalize92
non-human beings in a text is a concern.93

On the other hand, in the introductory section of the book, The Ecocriticism Reader, a landmark in the94
history of ecocriticism, Cheryll Glotfelty explains that ecocriticism needs to be added to literary pedagogy95
because ”Literary theory, in general, examines the relations between writers, texts, and the world. In most96
literary theories ”the world” is synonymous with the society-the social sphere.” ??Glotfelty and Fromm xix).97
For this reason, the inclusion of ecocritical narratives can provide facilities to assimilate and incorporate the98
relationship between Nature-ultimately resulting in mitigating the destruction of Nature caused by scientific99
discoveries deriving from egoistic notions of human supremacy practiced in the classroom. Glotfelty also remarks100
that academicians should recognize and preach Barry Commoner’s first law of ecology, ”Everything is connected101
to everything else” (ibid); that indicates inclusion is possible if it is perceived how human beings can delve into102
the world of ecology and see it as a web to reconnect with other species; and thus, growing a sense of compassion103
for them. If such notions are infused through literary pedagogy, empathy can be practiced in its truest sense,104
according to ecopatriots.105

In another essay, ”Some Principles of Ecocriticism,” William Howarth explains what it means to be an eco-106
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critic. The educator who can also be identified as an eco-critic might be able to judge ”the merits and faults of107
writings that depict the effects of culture upon nature, to celebrate nature, berate its despoilers, and reversing108
their harm through political action.” (Glotfelty and Fromm 69).109

Howarth also addresses the eco-critics by stating that ”classic disciplines are suspicious of new approaches and110
will dismiss them as flimsy” (Glotfelty and Fromm 77), implying that ”Literary theorists will regard eco-critics111
as ”insufficiently problematic?An ethical politics is welcome, yet not if it focuses on such non-human topics as112
scenery, animals, or landfill dumps.” (ibid) In this essay, he shows the possibility of merging pedagogical structure113
and ecological concepts by intersecting the spheres of ecology and ethics and thus, pointing out ecocriticism’s114
interdisciplinary qualities. Therefore, to include the suppressed voice of natural entities, eco-critics try to redirect115
the humanistic ideology and critique prevalent in today’s literary and scientific studies. From this perspective,116
Howarth also criticizes the cultural critics who ”share an attachment to ideology and a distrust of physical117
experience” (Glotfelty and Fromm 79). For example, he notes that ”Marxist theory has influenced environmental118
history, often by ignoring natural science” (ibid). Thus, he points out how literature reading is shaped by cultural119
aspects such as race, gender, class, money, and other factors, while the influence of landscape or environment120
remains out of the discussion.121

In ”Literature and Ecology,” William Rueckert considers how teaching, reading, and writing about literature122
can benefit humans in perceiving their relation to the biosphere to understand the reason behind their123
anthropocentric actions. Rueckert takes the basic principle of ecology: ’everything is connected to everything’-124
referring to the interdisciplinary study of literature and ecology, which might assist in connecting eco-social aspects125
and adding a new perspective to teaching and learning in the classroom. He claims, ”As readers, teachers, and126
critics of literature, we are used to asking selves questions-often very complex and sophisticated ones-about the127
nature of literature, critical discourse, language, curriculum, liberal arts, literature and society, literature and128
history” (Glotfelty and Fromm 114).129

Moreover, Rueckert’s essay can work as a symbiotic proposal to design classrooms with an ”ecological purpose”130
(121) where ”creative energy” flows out of the poet into the poem, into the reader, out of the reader, and into the131
classroom, and then back into the readers and out of the classroom with them, and finally back into the other132
larger community in a neverending circuit of life.” (ibid)133

Similarly, in ”Revaluing Nature: Toward an Ecological Criticism,” Glen A. Love makes a distinction between134
”eco-consciousness” and ”egoconsciousness” (Glotfelty and Fromm 230), where the former indicates writing about135
and responding toward Nature and the latter is associated with human-centric actions and its implications by136
exploiting Nature. He also asserts that critical interpretation centers around problems are related to humans,137
emerging from ”egoconsciousness” (ibid) and causing a binary effect discriminating between Nature and humans.138
That is why the practice of literary criticism in the classroom is mainly human culture oriented. Hence, Glen A.139
Love explains that ”Race, class, and gender are the words which we see and hear everywhere at our professional140
meetings and in our current publications.” ??Glotfelty and Fromm 226) According to Cheryll Burges, as Glen141
A. Love points out, ”the English profession is not addressing the issue of the environment and has failed to142
perceive the relation between Nature and culture to emphasize the need to live in the natural world without143
causing any destruction and extinction” (ibid). He also highlights her remark about the supremacy of cultural144
crises: civil rights, women’s liberation, and war. Hence, Love conveys that Nature-oriented literature may offer145
”a needed corrective, for one very important aspect of this literature is its regard-either implicit or stated-for146
the non-human.” (Glotfelty and Fromm 237). The job of those who profess English would be not to obscure147
and alienate the notion of ecocritical studies of literature and language from the mainstream critical studies of148
literature.149

In the same manner, Michael J. McDowell, in his essay ”The Bakhtinian Road to Ecological Insight” connects150
the philosophy of Mikhail Bakhtin, who proposed the idea of considering the relation between non-human and151
human voices by creating a condition called ”heteroglossia” (Glotfelty and Fromm 380) where different and152
multiple voices collide and co-relate with each other. Thus, decentralization occurs in such spheres where there153
is no supremacy of human voice over non-human voice-suggesting that Bakhtinian dialogism emphasizes both154
natural and humanistic phenomena. McDowell points out the problem with Nature writing because ”Much writing155
today continues to view nature solely as a backdrop to the significant things, which are human matters divorced156
from a nature that remains ”out there.” (Glotfelty and Fromm 379). According to McDowell, Bakhtin’s idea of157
”Dialogic” (Glotfelty and Fromm 372) is opposed to the monologic reading of a text that only promotes a single158
voice-the voice of humans emerging from egoism. This idea can be incorporated into the classrooms by promoting159
the concept that the voices of all entities need to be recognized through studying landscape literature. Thus,160
such an approach can help subside the anthropocentric notion of studying literature only from human-centric161
cultural perspectives.162

The literary pedagogy and curriculum need to be revised to make the classroom space for inclusive163
interdisciplinary studies to promote symbiosis: coexistence. The literature reviewed in this paper bridges the gaps164
in existing literary pedagogy and explicates how the ecocritical approach works toward establishing an inclusive165
curriculum.166
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2 III.167

3 Methodology168

This paper performs qualitative analysis in scrutinizing the course objectives and learning goals in Bangladeshi169
universities with reference to three renowned private institutions: Notre Dame University Bangladesh, University170
of Liberal Arts Bangladesh, and North South University. As a quantitative approach, this research surveys171
200 undergraduates studying B.A. in English in Bangladesh with a questionnaire to extract the learning goals.172
Students, mainly from Notre Dame University Bangladesh, University of Liberal Arts Bangladesh, University of173
Dhaka, and Bangladesh University of Professionals, responded to questionnaires relevant to their course objectives174
and learning outcomes of studying literary texts like Tess of the d’Urbervilles, Pride and Prejudice, Wuthering175
Heights, Great Expectation, Sons and Lovers, and The God of Small Things. Finally, classroom observation176
from 2018-2021, consisting of approximately 600 students at Notre Dame University Bangladesh, is also used as177
comparative data to understand the learning outcome of the eco-centric approach.178

A survey questionnaire was prepared to collect data on the journey of literary reading and its bridge with socio-179
political awareness or social justice pedagogy. The data were analyzed by recognizing the patterns of answers180
given by the responders, i.e., social justice pedagogical practices are prioritized in those courses. The empirical181
studies on social justice pedagogical theories are diagnosed for the literature course curriculum. This paper,182
thereby, prescribes whether ecocritical awareness can contribute to the concern of equity in syllabus designing183
and classroom environment while discussing being culturally responsive. Moreover, related essays from The184
Ecocriticism Reader are used to support the argument of this paper. The suggestions of the ecocritical reading185
impact were connected with the findings from quantitative analysis.186

However, for this research, the quantitative data are collected from a few universities in Bangladesh. Therefore,187
the research outcomes might address only a limited number of academic situations. So, there is immense scope for188
conducting this research in the broader context, even outside Bangladesh. Moreover, the pedagogical structure of189
other courses, especially those of the humanities and arts disciplines, can also be considered to observe different190
data analysis outcomes.191

IV.192

4 Results193

This section focuses on four data sets. Firstly, the academic priorities as learning goals in literary pedagogy194
are collected by surveying 200 undergraduate students in the Department of English of several universities195
in Bangladesh, mainly students from Notre Dame University (NDUB), University of Liberal Arts Bangladesh196
(ULAB), University of Dhaka, and Bangladesh University of Professionals (BUP). This data is collected through197
online questionnaires and in-person question forms, proving that themes, analytical and writing skills, and literary198
movements are the most prioritized topics in literary pedagogy, as shown in Figure ??.199
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Figure 1201

As seen in Figure ??, learning ’Setting’ and developing ’Empathy’ are also prioritized; however, compared202
to other learning goals, the course objective primarily focuses on anthropocentric learning outcomes. Indeed,203
not a single student of those 200 respondents commented on different learning outcomes like Nature, ecology,204
eco-consciousness, and environmentalism from the following literary texts of 19th and 20th-century fiction: Tess205
of the d’Urbervilles, Pride and Prejudice, Great Expectations, Sons and Lovers, Lord of the Flies, and The God206
of Small Things.207

To be precise on the learning goals, the second data, which includes the same subjects and locations, highlights208
that the most preferred learning outcomes were teaching themes and literary movements, as highlighted in Figure209
??. Almost all the 200 students circled the grids of themes, history, psychoanalysis, Marxist analysis, and210
feminist approaches in the aforementioned texts with multiple checkboxes. They are well oriented with these211
while learning. As no one mentioned eco-centric reading or analysis of those texts, it can be interpreted that the212
English departments in Bangladesh generally exclude eco-consciousness from social justice pedagogy. Another213
notable result of the impact of anthropocentric approaches is significant and robust, possibly because of the214
long-term effect of its exercise on the departments of English. The third data set reveals how themes and literary215
movements make students socially responsible as they understand gender roles, class hierarchies, socio-political216
prejudices, and boundaries. The same 200 undergraduate students of the exact location were surveyed with these217
five questions, as seen in Figure ??. On the contrary, these learners might be least aware of how Nature can218
portray the role of a social player.219

5 Figure 3220

The fourth data set is performed in closed room observation on participants at Notre Dame University Bangladesh,221
from 2018 to 2021, where students were familiarized with the eco-centric pedagogical approach, and its impact222
on students was tested.223

For example, while teaching Tess of the d’Urbervilles by Thomas Hardy, one of the assessments was on224
its ecofeminist reading of the novel: ’How does landscape is also gazed & gendered?’ Similarly, while teaching225
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Wuthering Heights by Emily Brontè, boundaries formed by social class associated with ambiance and environment226
was one of the assignment topics. In Great Expectations by Charles Dickens, students were assessed with this227
question: ’How is the theme entwined in ambiance where non-human voices are narrating the mode and tone of228
the novel?’229

Likewise, in the course objectives of Sons and Lovers by D. H Lawrence, Lord of the Flies by William Golding,230
and The God of Small Things by Arundhati Roy, the primary focus of teaching was eco-centric in various ways:231
How landscape shapes its characters in Sons and Lovers, how landscape imageries’ dissent against the government232
in The God of Small Things, how does Nature play the role of a doer rather than a mere victim or how human233
id and eco-consciousness are in a war in the Lord of the Flies, and similar ecocritical perspectives were included.234
Even for plays like Doll’s House by Henrik Ibsen, students were assigned to write a term paper on ’Ecofeminism:235
Marginalization through Sugarcoated Words.’236

Gradually, the number of students being environmentally conscious grew higher, according to237

Teaching Social Justice Figure 4238

6 Discussion239

The purpose of this research is to propose ecocriticism to be included in the social justice pedagogical narrative240
that eventually processes the human mind to get rid of hubris and consider human beings as a part of the241
ecosystem rather than at the hierarchical top level of the ecosystem. Such a mindset of hierarchy, this paper242
claims, might not wholly serve the purpose of eliminating prejudices and promoting empathy through the literary243
curriculum.244

Scrutinizing the course objectives of Notre Dame University Bangladesh (NDUB), University of Liberal Arts245
Bangladesh (ULAB), and North South University (NSU), it is found that, for instance, courses like Victorian246
Literature ”aims to develop student’s analytical and critical skills through an engagement with a range of issues247
and methodologies in literary studies,” says the syllabus of ULAB and focuses on ”the evolution of novels and248
poetry amidst the progress, and prosperity of the Victorian Age.” Also, the course objective claims to make249
students ”able to interpret and analyze Victorian ideals and their impact on society and literature” to ”value250
literature as it relates to life” and ”empathize with others in need” by developing ”tolerance.” On the other hand,251
the 19th century Prose and Fiction course at NSU similarly focuses on the ”underlying social themes of empire252
and industrialization? in an attempt to plot the course of the American search for an establishment of national253
identity.”254

The results clearly demonstrate the progress of incorporating ecocriticism in literary pedagogy. From255
course objectives to learning goals, anthropocentrism doesn’t include ecocentrism, whereas ecocentrism includes256
anthropocentrism. The way anthropocentrism had a successful journey through academic discourses to lessen257
patriarchal prejudices, class conflicts, and cultural hegemonic power relations, eco-centrism is expected to have258
a similar victory if included in social justice pedagogy.259

The limitation of this study is confined to its subjects and location, and researchers can further explore other260
social contexts of eco-consciousness in their regions, countries, languages, and disciplines. However, shreds of261
evidence and experiences from this research pave the way for a reconsideration of rereading literary texts to create262
an inclusive curriculum by which this paper firmly claims not only a voice for racial or cultural discrepancies but263
also for non-human voices to be heard.264
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